The Allied forces are aiming to turn Hitler’s delayed counterattack on Normandy into a war-ending disaster. Two German armies are trying to escape Northern France. Could they finish what they started?

The next item to be released will be the 2009 ATO Annual. This year’s large game is “Tarleton’s Quarter! A Generation Lost.” The game has a 22” x 34” map, 352 counters, approximately 24 pages of rules and scenarios, and a set of player aid charts. This game is based on the popular system that was first presented in ATO #11’s game “The Big Push.” Will you as the Germans be able to capture and hold Verdun, or as the French commander hold back the German forces? As our theme for the Annual this year is “grinding sieges,” also included is a second bonus mini-game on the Siege of An Loc which occurred during the later stages of the Vietnam War. As the NVA player you are trying to capture and hold An Loc while as the ARVN player you use your ground forces with US air to stop the NVA.
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